PERRYSBURG TOWNSHIP BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
26609 Lime City Road
Perrysburg, OH 43551
PUBLIC HEARING
October 20, 2009
The Perrysburg Township Board of Zoning Appeals held a public hearing on October 20,
2009. Russell Sturgill, Chairman, called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. A roll call
was taken. Mr. Sturgill said they have a full group here, so they can conduct business.
Grant W. Garn, Zoning Inspector, was also present. The meeting was tape-recorded.
MEMBERS PRESENT: Russell Sturgill, Russell R. Miller, Elsie Hetman, Bill Irwin, Jeffry D.
Justus, James Bennett, and Bob Warnimont.
MEMBERS ABSENT: None.
APPROVAL OF THE 8/18/09 MEETING MINUTES: Mr. Sturgill asked if all the members
had received a copy of those minutes, and all the members indicated that they had. He
then asked if there were any corrections, additions, or deletions, and there were none.
He said if not, that he will honor a motion to approve them. Ms. Hetman moved with a
second by Mr. Irwin to approve the minutes. Mr. Sturgill said it's been moved with a
second that the August 18th , 2009 meeting minutes be approved. A roll call vote was
taken. Yes votes by Ms. Hetman, Mr. Irwin, Mr. Miller, Mr. Justus, and Mr. Sturgill.
Motion carried 5-0-0.
Mr. Sturgill swore in all persons wishing to speak for or against an issue this evening.
APPLICATION NUMBER 2009-6455, (CONDITIONAL USE). Rachel Edinger owns
the property at 24621 McCutcheonville Road. She would like to reconstruct the pond.
Article VII Section T 1 states that "Construction or instillation of a pond, lake, or barrow
pit, or any alterations thereto shall require conditional use approval by the BZA due to
the potential deficiencies in size, depth, aeration, fencing, and other considerations.
Approval shall be based upon a recommendation from a qualified consulting engineer
selected by the township. The consulting engineer will also make a final inspection
once construction is complete to ensure that the specifications were met." She is
asking for conditional use approval to reconstruct or alter the pond.
Rachel Edinger addressed the board regarding this application. Mr. Garn said she
needs to be sworn in. She said she does not think she will be able to answer any
questions regarding all this. She asked if she still needed to be sworn in. Mr. Sturgill
told her she has to speak up. They can't hear her. She asked if they needed her to
swear in. She said she is not going to be answering any questions. Eric Edinger has all
of the information. Eric Edinger said he has all the information. Mrs. Edinger said this
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is her husband. Mr. Sturgill said all right. He told Mr. Edinger to state his name and
address.
Eric Edinger addressed the board regarding this application. Mr. Sturgill asked him
what are they asking the board to do. Mr. Edinger said the approval to re-dig the pond
and making it larger. Ms. Hetman asked him, what are you building in front, a house.
Mr. Edinger said yes. Mr. Sturgill asked is this engineer that reviewed their pond, is he
approved by the township. Mr. Edinger and Mr. Garn said yes. Mr. Garn said it's the
township engineer. Mr. Sturgill said okay. And these two deficiencies that he sets forth
in his letter, he asked if they were going to correct that. Mr. Edinger said of the north
bank. Mr. Sturgill said the overflow swale. Mr. Edinger said the overflow, yes, he has a
letter from him, his engineer, stating that the overflow swale, the proposed grades are
on the new site plan. It was asked which is what they have, and Mr. Edinger said no.
The member said okay. Mr. Edinger said the date on this one is October 8 th . Mr.
Sturgill said he thinks they have one October 8 th • It was commented yeah, this is dated
October 8th . Mr. Edinger said okay. The member said yeah. Mr. Edinger said yeah,
there are elevations on the northeast corner of the pond for the overflow swale, and
there are ditch elevations on the north property line. That's where the swale is.
Mr. Sturgill asked if anyone had any questions of these applicants. Mr. Miller asked if
they were indicating that the new plans do comply with the additional comments of the
engineer, and Mr. Edinger said yes, yes. There were six questions that his engineer
answered from the township's engineer, and they have all been corrected. And on
October 8th, this is the revised drawing from July 25 th'5 original.
It was asked if Mr. Kuhn goes back out when they are all finished, and Mr. Garn said
yes, he has to double check to make sure. The member said okay. Mr. Garn said and
he thinks the only problem that he cited was that there was a difference between the
definition for the edge of the pond and what's shown in the diagram. Mr. Sturgill said
yeah, they are not going to hash that out. Mr. Garn said right. Mr. Sturgill said they
will point that out to the people that are doing the new resolutions. Mr. Garn said right.
Yes. It will be straightened out. Mr. Edinger said they have just moved the north
water's edge or slope, and that was the difference, he believes, is if it was actually
sloping to the waters edge. But they moved the whole pond 5 feet to the south, so
there was not a discrepancy there.
Mr. Irwin said he would move for approval. Mr. Sturgill asked if there was a second,
and Ms. Hetman was the second. Mr. Sturgill said it's been moved with a second that
the application be approved.
Mr. Miller asked Mr. Sturgill if there was anyone speaking in opposition. They have only
had the applicant speak. He did not know if there was anyone present who opposed
the application. Mr. Sturgill asked if there was anyone else that wished to address the
board on this, and there was no one. Mr. Miller said thank you. A roll call vote was
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taken. Yes votes by Mr. Irwin, Ms. Hetman, Mr. Justus, Mr. Miller, and Mr. Sturgill.
Motion carried 5-0-0.
Mr. Sturgill said now for obvious reasons, he is going to recuse himself on the next two
cases and ask Mr. Miller to take his seat, and ask one of the other members to come up
and take Mr. Miller's seat. A question was asked of Mr. Garn, and he said it was a
conditional use. The member said okay. Mr. Garn said this is just for variances. Mr.
Miller took over the meeting as the chairman, and Mr. Bennett took Mr. Miller's place.
APPLICATION NUMBER 2009 6461, (VARIANCE). SUEMAR Realty/Bennett
Enterprises, LLC, own the Holiday Inn French Quarter at 10630 Fremont Pike. The
Holiday Inn franchise is changing their sign logo. They would like to replace the
freestanding pylon sign on Fremont Pike, and the freestanding pole sign near Holiday
Lane with similar sized freestanding signs. These signs are located in and predate the
State Route 20/23 overlay district. Article VII Section Z 2 b states that "Freestanding
signs shall be limited to monument signs." Both signs are presently legal
nonconforming signs. Article X Section 14 states that any modification of the structure
shall cause it to "lose its legal nonconforming status." If changed, both signs would
then need to conform to the State Route 20/23 overlay district monument sign
requirements.
-

Ralph Davidson addressed the board regarding this application. He said he is a sign
contractor, and he has been in business now for about 14 years on his own. He has
been in the sign business for 31 years. And way back in the day, he is going to show
his age, he built those signs several decades ago. And the signs themselves are
actually showing their age. And the new franchise, which actually this is not a new
franchise, but the changing, and everything goes through a change, and they are
changing from their old logo to a new logo to update to the modern day architectural
signage. These signs are a lot more architecturally nice, they are more easy to read,
and it's just one of those things that they have to do to keep up with the times, to keep
the good revenue coming in. And he thinks it would be a good thing for the Bennett
Enterprises or the SUEMAR Realty to change over their signs to the new logo, which
means they have to completely dismantle the old signs, and dispose of them, and install
brand new signs. And if they want to see the change, the square footage is
approximately the same amount of square footage of sign, same height as the signs,
same size. You know, it's just a more architecturally designed sign, and more appealing
to the customers and stuff. And what is nice is that they are going to be tall enough
that anybody coming up and down 1-75 will see the signs before they get off on Route
20 there, and they will know that they have the hotel in that area, you know, coming
down. They are that close to the highway.
Ms. Hetman said they are not going to be any taller than what they have now, and Mr.
Davidson said no. It was asked of Mr. Miller if they are just addressing the application
for the Holiday Inn French Quarter at this time, and the response was that's correct. It
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was commented that's correct. It was asked if they had the packet with them that was
brought in to the board as far as the dimensions of the signs, and the heights of the
signs, in particular the sign out front of the Holiday Inn French Quarter, and the pole
sign on the north, or actually west side of the Holiday Inn French Quarter. It was asked
that he wants the front sign out front, not the height of the tall one. The response was
the front one out front, and also the pole sign which is the tall one on the west side of
the Holiday Inn French Quarter, which is this one here. Mr. Miller said it appears he
has the packet he is talking about right there. The member said he is looking at the
square footage on this, and if he is reading it right, the one out front is going to be
smaller in square footage than the existing, which is the new one would be 140, and
the old one is 212, and he asked if that was correct. Mr. Davidson said yes. The
member said then they move to the pole sign on the west side, and that's almost 100
square feet larger than the old one, and he asked if that was correct, according to his
measurement. Mr. Davidson said approximately this is 212 square feet, and this one is
275. So including the base and everything takes it up over the 212. The member said
well, he has 294 by his measurements. If he is taking the 21 feet wide, okay, is it
fourteen nine tall, and Mr. Davidson said uh-huh. The member said okay. Well, that's
294. Mr. Davidson said okay. But if you have to deduct for the outside where there is
no signage. Mr. Garn said the drawing that they have, it does not show up there. Mr.
Davidson said yeah, it does not show up there. The member said okay. Mr. Davidson
said you see here. The member said okay. So that's just to the top of the H. Mr.
Davidson said it's just a monogram right there. The member said okay. Which brings it
down to it's a little over two then; right, and Mr. Davidson said yeah. The member said
okay. So they are actually close to similar in size then. Mr. Davidson said they are
really close in size. The member said the height is not depicted on the old sign
compared to the new sign. The new sign they have 60 feet from the top of the H to
the bottom. Mr. Davidson said yeah, it's there, but you can't hardly see. It's 60 foot.
The member said it's in the trees; okay. Mr. Davidson said it's right there. The
member said all right. It was commented so they are the same, and the response from
the member is yes. So those are basically the same size, and they are close to the
same square footage then. Okay. But he did not have that here, so that's why he
wanted to clarify that. He thanked Mr. Davidson.
Mr. Miller said thank you, because that was not clear from their documents. He asked if
there were other questions from the board of the applicant representative, and he said
again, they are only looking at the Holiday Inn French Quarter application. There were
no questions from the board. Mr. Miller said if not, is there anyone else to speak in
favor of the application, and there was no one. He then asked if there was anyone to
speak in opposition to the application. Ms. Hetman asked is this going to be all Holiday
Inns do this, and Mr. Davidson said yes, all of the Holiday Inns nationwide are going to
this new logo. It would kind of be like McDonald's without their arches. Mr. Miller
asked if there was need for a discussion among the board members, and there was not.
He then said if not, the chair would entertain a motion. Mr. Justus moved with a
second by Ms. Hetman that they approve the application as it's written. Mr. Miller said
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they have a second with Ms. Hetman, and Mr. Garn said okay. Mr. Miller asked if there
needed to be any discussion, and there was no need. A roll call vote was taken. Yes
votes by Mr. Justus, Ms. Hetman, Mr. Irwin, Mr. Bennett, and Mr. Miller. Motion carried
5-0-0.
APPLICATION NUMBER 2009 6462, (VARIANCE). SUEMAR Realty/Bennett
Enterprises LLC own the Holiday Inn Express at 10621 Fremont Pike. The Holiday Inn
franchise is changing their sign logo. They would like to replace the freestanding pole
sign on Fremont Pike. The sign is located in and predates the State Route 20/23
overlay district. Article VII Section Z 2 b states that "Freestanding signs shall be limited
to monument signs." Both signs are presently legal nonconforming signs. Article X
Section 14 states that any modification of the structure shall cause it to "lose its legal
nonconforming status". If changed, this sign would then need to conform t the State
Route 20/23 overlay district monument sign requirements.
-

Ralph Davidson addressed the board regarding this application. He said he has been a
contractor for several years. And this is the same here with the Holiday Inn Express,
identical to the Holiday Inn, is they are disposing of the old signage, and they are
putting in the new architectural freestanding sign. This one here is considerably smaller
and more pleasing to the eyes to look at. And they are also losing a sign out there.
They are taking down their existing double faced that's out there, and they are
removing it, and disposing of it, and not putting anything back in its place. It was
commented that's number 3. it was commented that's the one directly in the front
doors; correct, and Mr. Davidson said yeah, right in front of the front doors. A member
said it's kind of a monument sign. Okay. Mr. Miller said okay. Number 3 is being
removed, and the new proposed sign is number 2; is that correct, and Mr. Davidson
said that's correct. A member said the proposed sign, is the location being changed in
that, or not, and Mr. Davidson said no, it's in the same spot. It's got to go just a little
bit to the south of it. It shows the proposal on the plot plan. A member said it shows it
a little bit north. Mr. Davidson said does it show it a little bit north. No, it's going to go
almost exactly in the same spot that the existing double faced pylon sign is. The
member said and again, the height of the old sign was not provided. Mr. Davidson said
okay. He has it. It's 43 feet. The member said and this one is thirty-eight ten, and Mr.
Davidson said yeah, thirty-eight ten. The member said okay. It was commented they
are not addressing the other, and the response was no, we are not addressing the
other signs, just these two. It was commented okay. Right. It's just the one.
Mr. Miller asked if there were any other questions from the board for the applicant
representative, and there were none. He thanked Mr. Davidson and asked if there was
anyone else to speak in favor of this application.
Rob Armstrong addressed the board regarding this application. He is with Bennett
Enterprises. He certainly appreciates their support this far. He wants to make sure
they are very clear on one issue, because the point was made that that sign in front of

their main entrance was going to be going away and not be replaced. That's the case,
but the one thing that's not mentioned, because the permit has already been obtained,
but so that it's clear to everybody and the board, that on Lake Vue Drive they are going
to be erecting a new sign. So in their minds, they kind of eliminated one in the front,
and they are putting one on Lake Vue Drive, and he would not want, after the fact, the
board to become aware that they could have lead them to believe they are going from
two signs to one when, in fact, they are going from two signs to two, but the one in the
front is going to be relocated to Lake Vue Drive sitting back here. He thought maybe as
a result of the presentation, that might not be clear, and he is up here rambling on to
try to make that point clear. It was asked so the new sign on Lake Vue is going to
meet the requirements of the overlay district. Mr. Davidson said Rob just told him the
permits have been pulled for it. Mr. Garn said yeah, they have a permit. Mr. Miller said
and that would be number 5 on the drawing they were provided, or is he familiar with
that. Mr. Armstrong said he will have Ralph answer that. Mr. Davidson said yes.
There was some discussion among the board members. Mr. Davidson asked if there
were any other questions. It was asked are there any other questions, and there were
none.
Mr. Miller said thank you. He then asked if there was anyone to speak in opposition to
this application, and there was no one. He asked if there was any discussion among
the board members. There was no discussion, and he said and for a motion. Mr.
Justus moved with a second by Mr. Irwin that they accept the application as stated.
Mr. Miller said okay. They have a motion and a second. He asked if there was any
further discussion, and there was none. A roll call vote was taken. Yes votes by Mr.
Justus, Mr. Irwin, Mr. Bennett, Ms. Hetman, and Mr. Miller. Motion carried 5-0-0.
Mr. Miller said he would yield the chair back to Mr. Sturgill. Mr. Sturgill took over at this
point as chairman and noted the same for the record.
APPLICATION NUMBER 2009 6469, (VARIANCE/ APPEAL OF ZONING
INSPECTOR DECISION.) Eric and Terri Kluge own the property at 29831 East River
Road which is zoned R-1. The dwelling was built in 1962, and a large addition was
added on in 1974. Both applications list the entire structure as a single family
residence. Article IV Section A, Land Use Matrix, states the following. "The permitted
and conditional uses for each district are shown in the accompanying table. Parking,
landscaping, and signage land use regulations are provided in separate articles. Uses
not specifically listed or interpreted by the Board of Zoning Appeals to be included
categorically under this article shall not be permitted except by amendment to the
resolution." For R-1 districts, the use box shows single family dwellings as a permitted
use, and the use box for two family dwellings is blank. So by being blank, the land use
table is showing that two family dwellings are not a permitted or conditional use in an
R-1 district. The owners were renting out part of their single family residence to non
familial tenants, and were cited for this violation. They are appealing the decision of
the zoning inspector.
-
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John Spore addressed the board regarding this application. He introduced Eric Kluge.
Mr. Garn said to Mr. Sturgill that he needs to swear in Mr. Spore. He told the board
that he thanks them for hearing this, and he said he did miss the swearing in. Mr.
Sturgill said well, you don't need to be sworn. Mr. Spore said he didn't know that he
needed to be. Mr. Sturgill said he does not need to be sworn in.
Mr. Spore said he would like to begin by acknowledging the statements that were
indicated. He wants to just clear up a few matters. Mr. Sturgill asked him to identify
himself, and Mr. Spore said he did, and he reintroduced himself to the board, and he is
the attorney for the applicant. Mr. Sturgill thanked him and told him to go ahead.
Mr. Spore continued saying what they have here, and in the statement it was
mentioned that the dwelling was being rented out. Well, that is true, it was, but since
they had received Mr. Garn's love notes, they have stopped that. They have decided
they are not going to do that now.
Just going back in the initial statement, it was indicated that the initial structure was
constructed in 1962. And he thinks he has provided them with a little sketch. And if
you look at that sketch, you will see that the 1962 structure which he has listed as
1958. 1958 was the year that the property was purchased. The structure was built in
1962. That small little structure depicted in the drawing is listed as number B. And just
for their edification, he will point that out to them by his approach. This lower area was
the original structure, and then the 1974, the larger structure was built. Now, this was
originally built for Miss Ellie Baker. And she, he believes the record would show, solely,
or allowed her son, Bernard, to build the larger structure. And so what was
contemplated as the legal use was for them to have really two families, but she was
related. She was the mother, so there was no violation there. And they put in a
hallway here. Now, we are talking about an in wood area, fantastically wooded. The
neighbors contiguous could barely see what's going on to the next neighbors, but they
have been fairly tight throughout the years.
In what was it, 1974. No, '91 there was a gentleman who purchased it then from the
Bakers, and his name was Mr. Tuck Lee. Yes. In 1991 he purchased it. And then
subsequent to that his client purchased the property, and that was 1999. So during
that eight year period, Mr. Lee had it. And when his client purchased it, not knowing
zoning variances nearly as well as Mr. Garn here, he did not really know that multi
family use was a violation. Anyway, when he purchased it from Mr. Lee, he was told by
Mr. Lee, oh, yes, I've been using that to rent out to other tenants, so his client did so as
well not realizing it was a violation.
Now, as the events passed, as the years passed, here we are in 2009, and he has been
leasing it out for that ten year period, and his tenant got into a little bit of a spat with
him, and called Mr. Garn, he believes, and reported him. That's not why they are here
today, but nonetheless, the tenant moved out, after they received these notices that he
had violated. He wants them to know there was no intentional violation here. In fact,
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when they looked back, they thought gee, when was the master plan passed. They
thought it was maybe late 60's, early 70's, not realizing it was way back in 1958. The
point being they thought there was continuity of the use that might be grandfathered
in. So there was a little delay, but these tenants left. Nobody during this time period,
eighteen year time period, other than that recalcitrant tenant ever complained.
As they can see, the structure's use contemplation was for more than one family. It
was a mother-in-law suite. What they are stating for them this evening is that if they
did use it, if they were granted a variance, they are representing to them that it would
not impair in any way the adequate supply of light and air to the adjacent property.
This is going off the statute or the ordinance. Or unreasonably increase congestion in
that area, or increase the danger of fire, or endanger public safety, or unreasonably
diminish or increase property values within the surrounding areas, or in any other
respect impair public health, safety, comfort, and welfare.
One other thing he might impart to them is that the economy has kind of had a reversal
of fortune, and that trickles down to everyone. And his client here, he used to get
some good income from commercial rental properties he had. Well, that's no longer
happening. And his wife lost her job. Consequently they are hoping that if they were
granted that variance, he could get a little bit of income. In other words, it creates a
hardship if they were denied here this evening.
But with regard to his earlier statement about it not impairing values and so forth, Mr.
Kluge did take the initiative. If he may approach, he would like to submit something to
them. He formulated a petition. And of the seven contiguous landowners, five signed
it indicating it did impair values, and would not diminish the five areas he just covered,
the public health, safety, comfort, increase danger of fire et cetera. He would like to
submit that to them this evening. Also just in case, there is no new construction here.
No new renovation. No alterations to the property in any way.
Mr. Sturgill said he would like to ask him this. This looks like an awfully large lot. Is
there any reason for that hallway between the two buildings. Mr. Spore said well, it
might enhance the value of the property should he care to transfer it to another
prospective buyer who may want to have it there. Mr. Sturgill said what he was
thinking of was tear that hallway down and split the lot. Mr. Spore said that was one
thought he had as well, but he was wondering about the cost, and was it not
mentioned it might be a little difficult, or maybe it was somebody else. But they
thought that was overly much. If they could get a variance, this would be the path of
least resistance, to be frank with them. It was commented that somebody would like to
add that the two blank marks, and Mr. Sturgill told him just a minute. The person said
he was sorry. Mr. Sturgill said before he can speak, he has to state his name and
address so that the record will know who he is. He told him to go ahead.
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Eric Kluge addressed the board regarding this application. He wanted to add that the
two blank spots in the petition, one is the immediate neighbor is Fila Budia's old house,
and she has passed away, and it's in the trust, so it was difficult for him to find anyone
to sign that portion of it. The other gentleman, Greg Tyson over on Morningside, which
is in a complete other subdivision next door, but somehow he must be adjacent. That's
why his name is on the list. He did talk to them. He did not take any pro or con
position, he just did not want to get involved in signing it. He did not care either way.
That's why those two are blank. Other than that, everybody there does not have a
problem with it.
Mr. Sturgill asked Mr. Spore if he was finished, and he said he was. Mr. Sturgill asked
him if he was submitting this in evidence, and Mr. Spore said he was. Mr. Sturgill said
it's accepted. He asked if there were any questions of either the applicant or his
attorney, and a member said yes, he has some.
The member said he was looking at the application for zoning certificate which was
granted on August 5 th of 1974. He drove out to that location as he does with all of
them, and he noticed some strange things as far as the property is concerned. The
one, when he looked at this zoning application, it says, and now this is before the
second structure is built, the home on the rear. On the application it says additions and
remodeling to existing residence. One family resident. He asked him if he was aware
of that as far as when it was originally built. Mr. Spore said that being the second
structure, and the member said yes, it did. Right. This is actually a request to build a
second structure. This is the actual zoning permit. Mr. Spore said okay. Well, he is
thinking that perhaps he believed that since it was his mother, that that still constituted
one family. Or maybe he was not aware of the differences set forth in the ordinance as
to what constitutes single or multi. But he believes that if you have a parent, that that
falls within the single family. Perhaps at the time that the master plan was written back
in 1974. The member said and that could very well be. But when visiting a site, he
looks, and there is a 30 foot long, 6 foot wide, hallway that has a roof over it, it has
walls, and it has sliding doors that is attached to a structure that is two or three stories,
a contemporary design, and with the first structure being a ranch, one story. Also
when he was there, he noticed that there was two different addresses. That the front
structure has the actual address with a B denoted on it. He also noticed the hallway
connecting the two buildings has been sealed off. The door that was once there, he
assumes, going from the hallway into the original structure has been removed and
replaced, he believes, or it looks like a piece of wood has been painted, or something
with no access to get into the hallway from that structure. Mr. Spore said he thinks
that was to protect privacy interests of the tenant at the time the tenant was there.
The member said separating the residences, and Mr. Spore said yes.
Mr. Kluge said that's how he purchased the property. The member said that's how it
was when he bought it, and Mr. Kluge said he never has touched it. The member said
okay. Mr. Kluge said it actually has a door on the ranch side that's still there, and it's
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dry walled on the larger, the three story side. Mr. Sturgill asked Mr. Spore to go back
over by the microphone, and he said yes, sir. The member said he also checked with
the auditor's office, and since he purchased the property, he has listed it as a single
family dwelling, owner occupied. Mr. Kluge said he did not have any change. He did
not have any changes. That's just how he bought it. The member said okay. Mr.
Kluge said again, he bought it as is, and he has not made any modifications, just paint
and lawn care, and cut some trees down. That's how he had it. That's how the
previous owner he thinks bought it in '91, and they added, if they notice on the farther
side, there was another addition added in '91. That's all they did to it, too. So that's all
the history they have.
The member said for them to correct him if he's wrong. At the time of closing when
this parcel or property was filed in the auditor's office, someone filed it as a single
family dwelling, owner occupied when he closed on the house, he or his representative
did. And it's been that way every year since he's owned the property, not that it's a
rental property. Mr. Spore said that is true, and he would believe that he did not know
at the time there was any use violation of any type, although he did report that. Now,
he did not represent him at the closing. You know, many people aren't really in tune
with real estate transactions. So they just signed. And he has been at so many
closings where people just sign and sign and sign. He probably did not read it in
defense of that. Mr. Kluge said it was rented when he bought it. There was a Jerry
Bowsher was the tenant at the time when he purchased the property.
The member asked if they had looked into all of this as far as this is 1.3 acres, into
separating these. Is it possible to separate these. Does the lot size allow, or has it
been reduced enough where it can't be separated. He asked if they knew the answers
to these questions. Mr. Spore said he does not know the answer to that question. Mr.
Kluge said he talked to the health department, and they were worried about adding an
additional septic system. The member said and he called the health department also.
There is one septic tank, and one lift station for both of these. Mr. Kluge said correct,
and he said it was adequate, because she turned him in. His disgruntled tenant called
them also, and they came out to inspect it, and he had to bury an electrical cord to it.
And he has a clear bill of health on the septic system. The member said if he did
separate these properties, he would have to put a separate system in because there are
six bedrooms. Mr. Kluge said correct. The member said with both of these homes, and
this particular system would not work. It's grandfathered now, but it would not be in
the future if he replaced it or if he had a major malfunction with the system. Mr. Kluge
said correct. And again, the health department did come out and say what he has
there now does suffice, is sufficient. Sorry.
The member said he guesses he gets the opinion from visiting the site that somewhere
along the way that this was built, the second structure, for this lady's son. And that
with previous owners, they have decided to attach a separate address on it, whether
that was him or someone else he does not know, that does not actually exist through
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the postal service. They have created a rental property. And he is not saying he has
done it. He may have followed in this path, but somewhere along the line someone
said this is no longer a single family dwelling in their eyes and started renting this other
portion out, or other structure out. Mr. Kluge said and they all know when that
happened, because he did ask the postal department because he was looking to
hopefully find, after talking to Mr. Garn, that they were hoping to find a tenant back
before zoning so they could say look, this has been like this, they could be
grandfathered in. They were unable to do that. He actually did talk to the original
people that built the larger structure. The mother is actually still alive in Palm Beach.
He did find her, but she did not have any recollection that could help him. He talked to
her son, Robin Baker, and so again, they did not have any knowledge that they were
not being compliant until the tenant turned them in. Mr. Spore said that it could be
that the division of the A and B, the notation of the address, might have been
contemplated and effectuated when the mother was in there so she could get separate
mail service. Or it could have been by Mr. Lee. He does not know. The member said
could be. Mr. Kluge said yeah, that's what his point was, the postal department does
not keep records that far back, because he did contact them and say hey, when, who
did you deliver to here. They could not tell him.
The member said in this particular section of the township, East River Road, those
places that are jointed, are mostly all R-1. What he has seen an exception to, though,
is some of these carriage houses that were built in the 1800's, early 1900's on the same
estate that are a separate unit, that are rented or whatever, and are grandfathered.
But he has never seen anything like this as far as two totally separate designed
structures that are totally opposite of each other, connected by a 30 foot rectangle, and
when you look at the original zoning permit, the township and the county looked at this
and said okay, it's going to be connected to each other. It's going to be one structure,
and it's not going to be anything else. Mr. Kluge said again, he purchased it that way.
He had not knowledge. His attorney at the time, which was not Mr. Spore, did not
voice an issue. He did voice an issue that there is an association fee, and he did get
billed twice for it because he has two residences there. So he does get billed twice for
snow removal, and maintenance on the road, and all that, so he just made him aware
of that. And that was the extent of their conversation at the time.
The member said he could see why he would think that, because he went back and
pulled the actual real estate listing when he purchased the property, and again, when it
was sold before him. He looked at the description that the real estate agent wrote.
Well, they actually list it as a guest home, but the last sentence under the real estate
listing when he purchased it was this could be used for a guest or rental, so he could
see how this has perpetuated along the lines over time. But he is also saying that that
does not make it right. Mr. Kluge said he agrees. He is trying to make it right by
asking for a variance. He has no use for the portion. He does not know what else he
can do. His neighbors don't have an objection to it. He guesses he is hoping they can
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have a variance and move on. But that's why they are here he guesses. The member
said that's all he has.
Mr. Sturgill asked if there were any further questions for these gentlemen, and there
were no questions. Mr. Sturgill told them they could be seated. He asked if there was
anyone else that wished to address the board on this matter, and there was no one.
He then asked if there was any discussion. A member said he is torn by the legal issue
which is they have a parcel zoned R-1, and the conditions that exist are allowable,
technically grandfathered, but they cannot tack illegal or improper uses to continue.
With the equity side, he fully thinks the applicant is innocent to the extent otherwise
that he is charged with knowledge of the law. Mr. Sturgill said he does not like it
either, but to not grant it imposes a very harsh penalty on this gentleman. The
member agreed, and that's the equity that really gives him concern. Plus some of the
practical solutions such as a split of the property would require additional septic, and
Mr. Sturgill said a great deal of expense. The member said which is a large expense.
And he is not even sure it could technically be done. He does not know if there is
enough space for a leach field, and septic tank, and everything else. It was
commented by a member he thinks if they did that, they might run into some other
variance issues with setbacks, and the member said exactly. The member said because
there is not much room in that black top area between them. It's decent sized, but you
could not create a setback, a rear setback. He thinks the front would probably be okay.
It was commented that he could request a continuation to figure those issues out. It
was commented or request a continuation, however he wanted to do that. Mr. Kluge
said and the health department told him there was not going to be much room there to
do that. Right now he would have to get an EPA approval to leach into the river is what
they mentioned to him. But right now he said that what he has there is adequate,
except for the power cord is what he told him. He didn't get that in writing. He should
get that in writing for them. It was commented that the member just put one of those
systems in. Mr. Kluge said he has too many trees. The member said because he did
not have room. It cost him about $12,000.00. Mr. Kluge said that's what he said. And
he was planning, if the economy gets better, to maybe even tear the bigger portion
down and live in the guest house. Build a new house, and tear it all down, but that's
not in his ability right now. (End of side one.)
Mr. Irwin moved with a second by Ms. Hetman for approval of the application as it is
stated here. Mr. Sturgill said it's been moved with a second that the application be
approved. A roll call vote was taken. Yes votes by Mr. Irwin, Ms. Hetman, Mr. Justus,
Mr. Miller, and Mr. Sturgill. Motion carried 5-0-0. Mr. Sturgill said they have granted it
very reluctantly, and Mr. Kluge said he sensed that. He said anything he can do to
make them happier, he will try to do that. Just tell him what. Mr. Spore said thank you
very much.
APPLICATION NUMBER 2009 64701 (CONDITIONAL USE). Steven Byrd owns
the property at 29051 Hufford Road. It is zoned I-1 and being used as his residence,
-
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which makes it a nonconforming single family residence. He would like to construct a 6
foot high privacy fence along their north side rear yard and side yard property line.
This property is located to the south of a club/rental hall building and parking area.
Article VII Section 3 9 is the fencing style table. It shows that in an I zoned district,
that in a side yard, fences up to 4 feet in height are permitted, while fences up to 7 feet
in height require conditional use approval by the board of zoning appeals. He is asking
for conditional use approval to place a 6 foot high fence in his side yard.
Steven Byrd addressed the board regarding this application. He said what he would like
to do, and he actually has constructed a wood privacy, and it's going to be dog eared
styled, roughly a hundred foot run from his garage up alongside of his house. And
what that's going to do is separate his driveway from the parking area of the Knights of
the Columbus hall. Ms. Hetman asked how far back is he going to put it from the road.
Mr. Byrd said honestly he could not tell her exactly what the setback is from the road.
It won't run up any farther than the house, though. It runs roughly 25 feet along the
house. There is an existing fence there now that's 4 foot high. There were some Arbor
Vides that were dying. The hall was nice enough to take them down for them.
Basically all they want to do, again, is just separate, or have some privacy so when he
opens his back door, he is not staring at the people coming out of the hall, or vice versa
if he is letting the dogs out in the middle of the night, what have you.
A member said he went up there and took a look at it, and that chain link existing
fence, if you call it that, it's half up and half down, and it was nice of the hall to clear
that for him. He asked if they were aware that he is going to be putting this fence up,
and Mr. Byrd said yes, he believes they are. The member said okay. And the only
reason, apparently his house and two others next to him are all zoned industrial on that
property. Mr. Byrd said industrial, yeah. Apparently they are going to start a machine
shop or something there one day. He does not know. The member said yeah, there
you go. A member said he also would want a division between his property and people
egressing from a hall. And he thinks it would actually add to his property and his
neighbors' property. He thinks it's a damn good idea. Mr. Byrd said thank you. A
member said was that a motion. Another member said there is no condition on that
they put a fence up for the neighbor.
Mr. Sturgill asked if there were any further questions of this gentleman. Ms. Hetman
said well, he has to have it so that he can maintain both sides; right. You know, you
got a fence. Mr. Sturgill said well, it's his fence. He has to maintain it. Ms. Hetman
said maintain both sides. Mr. Sturgill said yes. Ms. Hetman said all right. Mr. Sturgill
said and he does not even need a special permit, and Ms. Hetman said no. Mr. Sturgill
told Mr. Byrd he could be seated. He then asked if there was anyone else who wished
to address the board. Ms. Hetman said that he does not listen.
Mr. Warnimont said the Knights of Columbus have no objection to putting the fence up,
and it would be back probably a good 35 to 40 feet away from Hufford Road. Like Mr.
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Byrd said, it's going right from the existing back to his garage, and it's going to be a
plus/plus for both of them, especially for Mr. Byrd and his family. Ms. Hetman said
yeah.
Mr. Miller moved with a second by Mr. Justus to approve the application as submitted.
Mr. Sturgill said it's been moved with a second that the application be approved. A roll
call vote was taken. Yes votes by Mr. Miller, Mr. Justus, Mr. Irwin, Ms. Hetman, and Mr.
Sturgill. Motion carried 5-0-0.
Mr. Sturgill asked if there was any new business to come before the board, and there
was none. He asked if there was any old business to come before the board, and there
was none. He asked if there was any discussion on any other matter, and there was
none. Ms. Hetman moved with a second by Mr. Miller that they adjourn. Mr. Sturgill
said it's been moved with a second that the meeting be adjourned. A roll call vote was
taken. Yes votes by Ms. Hetman, Mr. Miller, Mr. Justus, Mr. Irwin, and Mr. Sturgill.
Motion carried 5-0-0. The meeting was adjourned at 6:55 p.m.

R spectfully sub

Grant W. Garn,
Zoning Inspector
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